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Mastering SAP NetWeaver PI - AdministrationSAP Press, 2009

	As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work.

	
...
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Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012,...
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Cloud Capacity Management (Expert's Voice in Information Technology)Apress, 2013

	Cloud Capacity Management helps readers in understanding what the cloud, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS are, how they relate to capacity planning and management  and which stakeholders are involved in delivering value in the cloud value chain. It explains the role of capacity management for a creator, aggregator, and consumer of cloud...
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Getting Started with OpenShiftO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Intrigued by the possibilities of developing web applications in the cloud? With this concise book, you get a quick hands-on introduction to OpenShift, the open source Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering from Red Hat. You’ll learn the steps necessary to build, deploy, and host a complete real-world application on OpenShift,...
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Mastering PostgreSQL 10: Expert techniques on PostgreSQL 10 development and administrationPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master the capabilities of PostgreSQL 10 to efficiently manage and maintain your database

	
		Key Features

		
			Your one-stop guide to mastering advanced concepts in PostgreSQL 10 with ease
	
			Master query optimization, replication, and high availability with PostgreSQL
	...
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VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise: Planning and Securing Virtualization ServersPrentice Hall, 2008
VMware ESX Server in the Enterprise is the definitive, real-world guide to planning, deploying, and managing today’s leading virtual infrastructure platform in mission-critical environments.
 

Drawing on his extensive experience consulting on large-scale ESX Server implementations,...
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Personal Web Usage in the Workplace: A Guide to Effective Human Resources ManagementInformation Science Publishing, 2003
An important aspect of managing human capital in the 21st century workplace is managing the interface between humans and information technology, particularly the World Wide Web. The Web has changed not only how and where business is conducted, but also how and where work is done. Personal web usage has created many desirable organizational...
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The Essential Handbook of Ground-Water SamplingCRC Press, 2006
Tremendous improvements in ground-water sampling methodologies and analytical technologies have made it possible to collect and analyze truly representative samples to detect increasingly lower levels of contaminants—now in the sub-parts-per-billion range. Though these new methods produce more accurate and precise data and are less expensive,...
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Programming GrailsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Dig deeper into Grails architecture and discover how this application framework works its magic. Written by a core developer on the Grails team, this practical guide takes you behind the curtain to reveal the inner workings of its 2.0 feature set. You’ll learn best practices for building and deploying Grails applications,...
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The Tao of Network Security Monitoring : Beyond Intrusion DetectionAddison Wesley, 2004
Every network can be compromised. There are too many systems, offering too many services, running too many flawed applications. No amount of careful coding, patch management, or access control can keep out every attacker. If prevention eventually fails, how do you prepare for the intrusions that will eventually happen?
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-270): Installing, Configuring, and Administering Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Second EditionMicrosoft Press, 2005
Welcome to MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-270): Installing, Configuring, and
Administering Microsoft Windows XP Professional, Second Edition. This book introduces
you to the Microsoft Windows XP Professional operating system and prepares
you to install, configure, and support Windows XP Professional.

You will learn...
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MCSA/MCSE: Windows XP Professional Fast PassSybex, 2004
The Perfect Preparation and Review Resource
     
     MCSA/MCSE:     Windows XP Professional Fast Pass is the streamlined tool you need to hone in     on critical XP information at this key stage in the certification process (exam     70-270). The enclosed CD lets you practice, practice, practice, and...
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